
MARTINBOROUGH 
INNOVATING STREETS 
PROGRAMME

“I’d take the cars out and pave it all, add trees, closer. 
Proximity to cafes. Don’t add an ugly butchers shop to 
the main square, it needs cafes, foot traffic and bikes/
scooters only, no cars, trees, continuity and street 
appeal. It’s just a giant round about for cars at the 
moment.”

“Modernize, upgrade to be more multi use and 
welcoming.”

“Easier access and overall greater priority for people 
outside cars - cars should feel like guests”

“More frontages, pop- up areas, more natural planting, 
sustainable drainage, rainbow/ LGBTQ crossings, 
more activities (I.e giant chess and table tennis on the 
green), proper bike parks.”

“Flowers and joy brought to the place Entertainment 
such as pop up cafe”

“More seating in the square eg to sit and have lunch 
or dinner (a few more rubbish bins if that happened) 
- water bowls for dogs (fountain) - visually interesting 
local street art / art around the square. Not too much 
change so it loses its relaxed feel.”

“Wider pavements, dining areas, petanque/chess 
areas, fountains like most of Europe has!”

“Better connect the new playground to the square so 
the two spaces are an extension of each other.”

“More seating, barrier to the road, more pop up food 
caravans, markets etc.”

“The new seating around the Cenotaph is a good 
start, but more seating would be helpful to encourage 
people (visitors and locals) to linger and relax in this 
iconic Martinborough site.”

“Adding colors on benches or sculptures. Maybe some 
pieces of art.”

“Allow more food trucks etc around the square (maybe 
a few times a week in the summer) to create a social 
atmosphere. Maybe the occasional vege market (like 
Featherston). More community use.”

“it could be far improved in terms of being a shared 
use zone - a slower speed zone and developed for safe 
mixed use for pedestrians, bikes and cars.”

“More seating,safer roads and crossings connect 
the shops on the square together so they aren’t so 
separate”
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HOW OFTEN DO YOU PASS THROUGH 
MARTINBOROUGH SQUARE ON YOUR WAY 
ELSEWHERE?

WHAT DO YOU CURRENTLY LIKE MOST ABOUT THE 
SQUARE?

HOW COULD MARTINBOROUGH SQUARE BE IMPROVED?

I SUPPORT REDUCING TRAFFIC SPEED 
AROUND THE SQUARE
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MARCH 2021

“Improved safer link between Waihenga Centre and 
square. Also, for drivers the crossings are confusing 
you often don’t know which way a person intends to 
move either straight across or towards the square.”

“More seating. More connection to the other side of 
the road (outside of the square). More businesses 
surrounding it.”

“Narrower streets, attractive paving that links into the 
streets that come off the square, raised pedestrian 
crossings to slow traffic, less trees in the square to 
allow nice sunny spots to sit.”

“Id love to see the towns food trucks (Good times, 
Scheubert, Nara) etc come to the square on night a 
month during the summer for dinner in the square. 
Informal, picnic style dinners which bring community 
and small business together.”

HOW OFTEN DO YOU DO THIS USING A PRIVATE 
VEHICLE?


